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About the author

 JBentley is a portrait of conflict. Forever a hillbilly,

for a while a soldier, These are the offerings of

silence held too long. 
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 Bein? Real

  

Since grownin' up some people feared me

Nothing about any graveyards I've filled

What scares them isn't that I'm violent 

These souls just can't stand me bein' real 

So many have learned to be fake

Can't let the world see who they really are 

Somewhere when they couldn't recover

Over time that lie just went too far 

They come from all walks of life 

Even all branches of military forces

Something won't let them look in the mirror 

Just stop and address the original source  

Some men and women like fake money

Nothing about them ever came hard 

Looking for respect they never paid for

Just like a damned old plastic credit card  

When you buy with money that you don't have

True respect you'll never feel

Character and honor aren't for sale

You can only earn those bein' real 
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 Life until Death

  

Staring at a setting sun a beautiful scene

Leaving the fading glow of rays

As across mountains it hides itself

Marking the end of another day 

Enjoy the view for what it is

Respect all the gifts presented so warm

Though the sunset can be copied 

It can't be possessed in any form  

Cherish those moments for they are sacred

They can never be stolen from your thoughts

Though they seem small they are supreme 

Memories though they were never sought  

Never imagining the gift you were given 

Drink up nature with every breath 

The sun's warmth then the evening's cool 

The best lived life still ends in death 
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 Estil?s 41 Magnum

  

Not a familiar caliber to many

To the .357's power this one more

Improved management of recoil

A third less than Magnum 44s 

Revolvers for law enforcement the rule

Believing 41s had found a niche

Then wonder nines came on the scene 

This new Magnum suffered a glitch  

Introduced to this N-frame by an old man 

We descended from 2 of 3 brothers 

Original settlers of the holler called home

From generations back cousins  

I spent time sitting on his porch

He'd share old hunting stories

Making you see an African safari

Squirrels and groundhogs mere allegories  

He lost an eye as a young man

A cast-out by those thought better than we

Estil saw more than they imagined 

Seeing what they wouldn't see 

Leaving home not returning in time

No more learning from this old sage

His stories about an older way of life

A gift to me at a young age 

No interest in what would be distributed 

Nor could a claim be laid by me

I was offered that 41 by his nephew

A cherished possession that would be 

That revolver a part of my friend

Asked his niece if she concurred 

She decided it was in good hands

I'll never part with it except to her 
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 The Pillar

  

A good family unit the foundation of society 

Without it character and morals are naught

Lessons of struggle and love learned here

How to survive with strength taught  

As wife and mother no need for attention 

Outsiders see her role as passive

Her needs are for the family's success 

Love and righteousness her motive 

While that solid rock must initially be laid

She will reinforce the stalwart man

As base the man the groundwork of the family 

As the pillar she strengthens their stand 

For the man is kept upright by the woman

His nature to provide for his family

She will stand by and support in unison 

Whether in the background or actively  

The pillar supported base and top

She gave the base everything it stood for

The roof supported by her strength 

The pillar made the family so much more 
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 Making Your Man

  

As a young private in military training 

The soldier who was sharpest made the man

Taken off the guard roster that day

No guard duty that shift would you stand 

When your name appeared on the roster

Boots highly spit-shined and uniform pressed 

Every man jack among us showing our pride 

Competition always brought about the best 

Long ago the military had come to know

When every soldier looked good on post

The unit having duty was well represented 

Reaching above the standard achieved most 

Other organizations their own way

Not competing but making their own man

Without standards or true measure 

A dynamic they want always the plan 

This creation of theirs at times unaware 

Against what needed quality did they compete

No idea why they were chosen above others

What requirements did they alone meet 

Were they one in a thousand selected

If so how was someone able to decide

Or were they no different than the masses

On what basis do the deciders abide 

In many instances this is just how it is done

Some grow tired of playing the game

Many so afraid to face the bitter truth

They've all bought into a lie just the same 

We can have no metric without competition 

Best of the best cannot rise to the demand

The standard lowered to whatever is desired

Only a poor system makes its own man  
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 Love for Dogs

  

Unpredictable in their reactions

Something unseen but still missing

A hollow look in their eyes 

Perhaps from past misgivings 

Publicly acting to fit in

Creating a kind persona for their peers 

Only those living with them know them

To immediate family crystal clear 

The unaffected participate in the charade

Only seeing what they choose

Ignoring the truth that is suffered

The powerless ones sadly lose 

What is unfit not seen by outsiders

No identifying the fault with them 

Easier to see what isn't there

The absent trait itself condemns 

The flaw showing the bitter truth 

No mystery or complicated fog

While looking for what is obvious 

Know they never had love for dogs 
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 Warriors? Christmas

  

Even when our country was not actually at war 

All over the world our troops still deployed 

Projecting strength to keep enemies at bay

Only a speed bump for the Communist horde  

Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen and Marines 

Keeping watch while most have no clue 

Unknown to most the sacrifice made

Your Christmas is protected by only a few 

Christmas afar leaves a soul lonesome 

West Germany when I couldn't come home

Once I'd see Aaron Tippin and Bob Hope 

The 101st in Dhahran ready and strong 

Soon after Christmas the air war began

About a month later up Tapline road

Avoiding Kuwait we went straight into Iraq 

In 100 hours Hussein's surrender told 

Some Christmases would prove even worse

My last warrior Christmas in Mosul, Iraq

We had almost all made it to the end

Lost warriors on the 21st to a suicide attack  

Please take a moment to remember our troops

Keeping us safe while many are unaware

Think about them and their families today

We need to let them all know we care 
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 Worse than Death

All through my life I've looked up to strength 

Men seeming bigger than life itself 

Seeming to fear nothing on this earth 

Standing tall in the face of any hell 

  

Like nature's example protecting theirs 

Strong women capable of standing alone  

Emulating character for all to see 

Walking beside that man keeping him strong  

  

Troubles and trials always to come 

These very few keep the wolves away 

The backbone of family, community and nation  

Exhibiting an inherent power to stay 

  

The absence of character a vacuum created 

Without our nation there is no shining light  

These giants provide the world's last stand  

Liberty only burns by continuing the fight 

  

Reminded of a strong man on his death bed 

Knowing he was near his final breath 

Speaking the wisdom that made us strong 

Told, "There are worse things than death"! 
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 Where the Dead Lay   

A wonderful Eastern Kentucky holler

Beautiful woodlands and mountain trails

All seasons something to offer

But always evil lurking there 

Refusing to back up to a wide spot

To allow another vehicle to pass by

Blocking the roads to a residence

No logical reason only spite 

Gossip and slander are the tools

Used to pit their enemies against one another 

They spread their subversion for selfish gain

Then question why they lost a husband, son or  brother  

Most mountain people full of warmth 

Still they won't accept any slight

Their honor used against them

The subversive planted the fight 

Clinging to pride and strength

Little else as earthly possessions 

When they are crossed they simply react

Answering disrespect without question 

Perhaps God's grace will cause hate to fade 

Though trust among neighbors lost

Cooler heads will stop the killing

But the past demonstrates the cost 

The place was never evil

The animosity began as minute

Perpetrators nurtured the grudge 

The backbiters were the root 

A place of warmth and love 

Was turned into an evil place

Backstabbers some even unaware

Are the reason for where the dead lay 
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 Whiskey for no Reason

  

Drank bootleg whiskey in my youth

Letcher County, Kentucky had its prohibition 

Challenge and adventure to find the devil

Learning to disregard its bite our mission  

In the beginning terrible the taste

Gradually coming to enjoy the effects 

Still drinking too much way too fast

Ending up one helluva wreck 

Same as the case with much in life 

Wish I'd known then what I know now

Sipping smooth bourbon brought more fun

Than ending up sideways wandering how 

Left that dry county to join the Army 

Funny how you find yourself alone 

Buddies just like you all around

Christmas is sad when you're not home 

Sooner or later you'll find your boys

Coming from many different walks of life

Drank my bourbon and they their choice

Sharing war stories or our past strife  

Bootleg Wild Turkey bought in Dahuk 

Drank with my brothers Christmas of 04

Needing to ease the hurting inside

Saluting our warriors lost days before 

Too many nights sipping bourbon on ice

Shared with brothers from that very day 

Would lose others to whiskey and whatever 

To mourn without whiskey a better way 

Over time I developed my drink of choice

Imbibing most evenings regardless of season

Could I have saved some of my brothers 

If I only drank whiskey for no reason 
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 The View from Coal Country

  

Deep in the hollers of Appalachia 

So many unwritten laws and rules

Often perceived to hate Northerners

Outsiders can't grasp the real truth 

Coal then greed created the rift

Mineral rights bought for pennies on the dollar

Mining black coal for the outsider's fortunes

Themselves scraping by in the holler 

Appalachian folk don't dislike Northerners

Contempt for being tricked out of what was fair

They killed themselves in those deep mines

Just to create more millionaires  

The con men who stole their living are all dead and gone 

Hill folk don't begrudge an honest man his wealth

But despise an outsider who tricked their ancestors

Stealing fortunes and wasting miner's health 
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 In the Mist   

A dark day's truth hidden from light

Two brothers and an uncle supposedly alone

Flames of gunfire killing two of the three

What really happened wouldn't be known 

The lone uncle never a man to be pushed

The brothers at issue themselves at the time

Both brothers a quarrel with the in-law now

Was it self defense or a murderous crime  

The brother who lived his wife at the scene 

He lay on the ground crying in pain

Two dead the third yielding before his wound

A blood uncle's tale of how they were slain 

The blood uncle a man of unquestioned repute

A chicken fighter, bootlegger, loyal to none

Blocking roads to extort payment 

Always looking out for number one 

On the day of the shooting he saw nothing

And yet he explained how he knew it to be

Everything projected involvement from him

Many directions his stories would lead 

The living brother's wife had a breakdown

Was it fake or was it truly the undo stress 

The questionable uncle picked up all revolvers

His prints on all clearing him of the mess  

Perhaps the best of character cost two lives

Self defense easy when no witnesses exist 

The corrupt blood uncle died years later

Dim truth faded to black in the mist 
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 The Abuser?s Eyes

  

To what extent of abuse lived 

No perfect understanding for why 

If beauty in the eye of the beholder 

What lies in the abuser's eyes 

The original abuser disturbed

Something horrible from the past

Though still responsible for self-control

Full of conflict and contrast 

Driven abusers learn violence 

Anger developed deep inside

A fallacy all abusers cowards

No affront will this kind abide  

Learning action from long ago

Through violence to send a message

Not understanding the behavior and absence 

Would result in unintended wreckage  

The counterfeit victim wanting abuse

Continuing self-deceit

Loving their abuser while hating themselves 

Relishing the violence they repeat 

A cowardly need for attention 

Victimization worn like a medal

Pushing their abuser's buttons

Without being hit they won't settle  

The delighted victim then spiteful

Anxiously awaiting any chance

To repeat abuse on the innocent 

Just a routine circumstance 

The innocent will suffer in silence

Physically and mentally worn

Searching for why they are wrong 

Wanting badly to repair what's torn 
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Creating that life the feckless 

Seeing their reflection of hate

Not sure how they deny that

And pretend they'll see Heaven's gates 

Both the angry and the hypocrite

Guilty of the painful truth

The innocent suffered in the end

An unnecessarily troubled youth 

Driven to domestic violence no excuse

Though the reason brought about by lies

A line was crossed in the violent one's mind

There is death in the abuser's eyes 
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 Change Me   

You have seen me dealing with the violent

Seen my passion for all that I love

You love the protector and provider I am

The picture in your mind just not enough 

You want to control what you don't know

Without understanding things I have done

Your protected life didn't create what mine did

Something very different life made me become 

My conscious thoughts born on my journey 

Only experience taught me how to control

Though I'm capable of more a different matter 

That mindset you can never know 

You wish I didn't always have to take a stand

You've told me my way is exhausting

Driven to actions by ingrained duty

Addressing what is wrong part of my being  

No desire to make you see the bad in the world

To do this would change the beauty inside

I have done things meant to make it better

No reason to explain nor to hide 

Nothing else possible to my way of thinking 

I'll seek a better world win, lose or draw

My experience has shown me a darker world 

Life-learned lessons predict it all 

I don't know how you love everything 

Won't question a world that ideal

No desire for you to see through my eyes at all

Just understand what drives me is real 

I'm here taking care of everything important

Refusing to apologize for what I must be

All my life some people have pushed me away

Feeling somehow they must change me 
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 American Breed   

A young mind lost and searching 

No feeling for right or wrong 

Where did my identity fit in

To what did my character belong 

Vectoring in multiple directions 

Not a ray of light would shine

An unknowable complicated roadmap 

A blank canvas open by design 

As usual the narrow way unseen

Confused as to what should define me

Leaning toward the unlawful

Hard truth I could not see 

Somewhere in the foundation learning to seek

Finding strength by looking for why

Along the way discovering morality

A lofty trait worth the price  

The Army made sense in that journey 

Disciplined through martial life

Dedicated leaders find the good 

Eager to repeat what is right  

The mentors did not just appear

A harsh road perpetuated by need 

Magic did not make the leaders 

Our exceptionalism created this breed 
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 Hell Over Hearts

  

Our goals in war are determined by politicians 

To win the hearts or make enemies pay

Changing minds harder than destruction 

Creating a vacuum easier than to sway 

Though revenge and destruction create a hole

To be filled by terrorists after we're gone 

Per chance making them pay for their actions 

Better than training them to govern alone 

Peace through superior firepower 

Requires a return when new powers use force

Clear objectives and a plan for withdrawal 

Transparency begins at the source  

For changing hearts and minds a fool's game

The course of action with the least loss

Should be upmost in the minds of leaders

Ever mindful of how great the cost  

When we drag out action with no clear plan

Sons and daughters sacrificed for naught 

Ending up mired in a swamp of uselessness

Like a spider's web our forces caught 

No true leader mentions acceptable loss 

When no reasonable objective exists

Given a mission which gains nothing

For glory unable to resist 

Save our troops and use maximum force 

Send a message to the terrorists lust

We value our troops more than your people 

If you attack us in no mercy trust 
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 Surviving Sympathy    

Worried so by watching the anguish 

Telling myself I would not cause that pain

Such a complicated matter I couldn't know

The tears would be a constant refrain 

Manipulation learned ever so gradually 

Perhaps once those tears were real

Along the way they discovering a method 

Determining how to make others feel 

Obviously twisted thinking

No perception of the hurt and hate

Generating tears for their own well-being 

Lust for pity they can't satiate  

Their rude behavior creating anger

Those exposed coming to know the ways

Slowly running out of sympathy 

Learning to seek better days 

For your own survival remove yourself 

No reason to endure what they create 

Find your own peace avoiding drama

Until you have lived it you won't relate 

Lessons in life like a military battle drill

More than once the same story told

Experience has given you a manual

React as learned and the solution will unfold  
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 Reflection

  

The journey our minds see through our eyes

No one else sees the world as another

Through hardships endured or kinder times 

Every thought and vision different from others 

Trying to understand the simplest things 

From a young age difficult to see

The things I thought simple not at all

The hardest issue learning to be me 

Living even changes what once was perceived 

Providing definition to learn what was

Experience helping to better understand 

Realization for the root of the cause 

Somewhere along the way losing self

No guarantees giving direction 

Only more questions to confuse the way

Difficulty seeing your own reflection  

You'll come to know you don't have answers

Living becomes ever more complex 

So much should have been simple questions 

Difficulties what you've come to expect 

When you accept the hard times will come

Never from the beginning have you had control

Give up trying to understand why or how

Then about life you have begun to know 
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 Memorializing Liberty   

Memorial Day about remembering 

Not to honor all who served

Honoring the valiant who gave their lives 

But is that all our heroes deserve 

This day is for remembrance of them

But would they want celebration paused

These gallant their fortunes lived

Sacrifice not for a selfish cause  

This day deserves solemnity 

But did our heroes fight for despair 

Their sacrifice meant to provide opportunity 

Liberties bought for all to share 

Perhaps the long period of peace

Burying youth we did not remember 

Led to putting flowers on all family graves 

No heroes to Valhalla did enter  

Some will always confuse the meaning 

Memorialize veterans and family dead

Heroes served inner peace to us

Appreciate every gift we've been fed 

Having served with heroes no license

To determine for which liberties were paid

The smiling warriors I remember

Are celebrating from above this day 
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 The Different

  

I've listened to their opinions only smiling

The military a place for those with nowhere else to go

The outcasts and underachievers society's dregs 

What secrets the haters think they know 

Thinking they are somehow better

Many of us nowhere else to turn

No way to college nor a job with a future

Only seeing a chance and a method to earn 

Are those who seized opportunity our nation's worst

Accepting a challenge and paying a price

Why are these looked down on today

Are they the model for being despised 

Two decades of peace and safety forgotten

When war came what actions did these few take

Less than one percent rose to the occasion 

For warriors no other choice to make 

It's most certainly an ironic twist

Looking down on those who serve

Never thinking why they are free

Believing their entitlement deserved 

It is not just service to our nation 

We don't hide when we observe wrong

We are judged for standing for something 

Without us our nation would be gone 

From service we're not wealthy 

Our only reward keeping our nation safe

Unlike the doubters and haters

We find peace looking in our own face 

I can't believe we are only different

We have an innate ability to share

The outsiders judging our altruism 
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For their fellow citizens they don't care 

We'll still give our all for this land we love

Defending the weaker to keep us all free

When you look down from your ivory tower 

Know that every comrade means more to me 

We know the answer and don't look for why

Warriors believe in serving the greater good 

Don't need a pat on the back or even a thanks

A better world if you understood 
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 Seeing

  

Our world holds so much that is barely known

I look at ancient maps and wonder about places I've been

Times have changed what I saw

Just not the same as it was then 

History speaks of ancient Europe 

Seemingly ageless castles still stand 

Further back than most Americans think

Civilizations in Africa and the Middle East began 

Do we take pause to even consider 

The mountains and rivers seem invincible 

New waters flow and weather erodes

Change so minute it seemed invisible  

Every picture painted before your eyes

There for an instant and no more

Incremental difference only noticed by the few

What was old now open to explore 

Every day something is newer 

In our short lives permanent is not true

The practice of noticing change is everything 

Give the gift of seeing to you 
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 His Grace

  

I read my Bible and I understand about Heaven 

I know how we get through those pearly gates 

Good works alone won't get that done 

The only way there is through God's grace  

I understand that others were born elsewhere 

Not everyone read the King James 

What I can't bring myself to comprehend 

Is from where we think morality came 

Most people believe in law and order

But they deny historical and religious facts 

Much confusion about the 1st Amendment 

Without respect all that remains is abstract  

Separation of Church and State not codified in our Constitution 

The term was referenced by Jefferson in a letter

Prevented a secular government from being established 

And government from deciding whose beliefs better 

Our nation was founded on God's laws

You can't pretend religions have no place

Without morality there would be anarchy

It all goes back to His grace 
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 You Girl You   

I've been up and I've been down

Flown high as the sky and I've crashed to the ground

In this crazy world where dreams, they die 

When I first met you I knew you were enough 

I had to have a lady who was my kind of tough  

Listen to me let me tell you what, sometimes 

dreams are about all we've got, but I found 

you, girl you pull me through 

You're the pleasure to ease my pain

My smiling sunshine in the pouring rain, I found 

you, girl you pull me through 

Raising children in our early years we survived 

more than lived 

Making sure the babies had all you could give 

Being mom and dad while I was at war

You were understanding but so much more 

Your strength only surfaces when there is a need

The matriarchal body for this family to heed 

Listen to me let me tell you what, sometimes 

dreams are about all we've got, but I found 

you, girl you pull me through 

You're the pleasure to ease my pain

My smiling sunshine in the pouring rain, I found 

you, girl you pull me through 
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 Lonely Ole Lonesome 

  

Losing loved ones the holes won't ever be filled

Trying to move past those loses but lost trying to feel 

A part of me gone that I can't ever touch

The only thing found is I lost too much 

Lonely from missing nothing harder to face

Nothing close to that pain no matter the case 

Though we know part of living is the ending in death 

A hard thing to accept they've drawn their last breath 

Having left us either before or in their prime

Not wanting to believe it was in His time 

I sorted out missing those for whom I cared

Though ashamed to ask He was still there 

After that kind of lonely not much compares

That lonely ole lonesome my own cross to bear 
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 Damaged Goods   

Most, if not all, human beings

Some way some how behavior learned 

Are capable of acts of violence 

These however were not earned  

A tragic incident or sad part of life

Suffering for years and loss unexplained 

Something else grows inside those minds

Resolving to never feel that again  

It is not evil inside the person

Causing them to know they will act

Whenever their sanity is threatened 

Choosing never to repeat their pain a fact 

The mindset developed is perfect

Highly trainable this nation to defend

These minds resolved for combat

Proud and eager until the end 

Our nation will need military might

When needed our nation will embrace

Utilizing that mindset which now dwells inside

Until with a social worker they are replaced 

In service to the nation celebrated by all

Until that service is no longer desired

Now that mindset harms the quiet society 

Their use no longer required 

This nation won't need their warrior strength

Civilians can no longer even tolerate

Recruited and trained for the offensive 

These warriors no longer have a place 

Counselors diagnose and try to describe 

Using acronyms and euphemisms of all kinds

Others make monsters of the mentioned 

Seeking to heal their troubled minds 

Society has made monsters of these few
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For facing trouble that repeatedly will occur

Treated as damaged goods even though 

There was no opportunity to demur  

Though considered damaged goods

We'll find strength in avoiding that loss

Which made us into "monsters" to mold

We will seek to defeat the initial cause 
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 Pride and Living   

At times there will be hard living

Knocked down when life is rough 

Know that wearing on your mind will be  

Whether you got up fast enough 

Trials always cause anguish

Of course they too will pass

Each trouble can teach a man

Strength greater when recovery is fast 

Chaos many times from human actions 

If you understand the what and why

You can get back some of what was taken

In some cases that loss was pride 

You can restore pride through your action 

However remain vigilant of the cost

So easily the application of violence 

Can end up in greater loss 

Some tragedies leave no answers

No solution to find wrong or right

Truth forever hidden by the actors

Without answers nothing to fight 

Unintentional consequences observed 

Where lives and minds paid a price 

Planners thinking only of glory

No consideration of sacrifice  

Perhaps the planners read Kipling

From "If" developed delusions of grandeur 

Not realizing this war was different 

Nor seeing they are the wrong-doer  

Problems at times require an action

Others a calm steady review

In some you must address others

Sometimes you just start with you 

Learn from the brutal lessons
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But don't drown in sorrows too long 

Accepting to remain the victim 

Will keep you forever wrong 

Facing hardship defines a man's character

Human struggle just a fact of life

Without resistance to battle against 

No conflict itself would bring strife  

From life the hardest lesson

Keep just enough of both sides of pride

One to smile when life happens

One to get back up and ride 
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